
Work is a: 

- Source of income 

- Social network 

- Structural bond in the community 

- An economic, social and cultural contribution to communities 

- A source of identity 

Most people agree there is a role for government in employment relations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Module 1 

Employment relations theory 

- Employment relations can be defined as ‘the study of formal and informal rules which 

regulate the employment relationship and the social processes which create and enforce 

these rules’ 

- Employment relationship: an economic exchange in the labour market, wages in return for 

labour.  

- Labour isn’t necessarily a commodity as it is a capacity to work, not the actual effort, 

therefore making the management process crucial in improving productivity and reaching 

potentials. 

- Employment is a power relationship- employee submits to authority 

Contracts of employment can be legal, social and psychological. 

- Legal contract- between employee and employer 

- Psychological contract is between employee and employer, and involves the perceptions of 

both parties to the employment relationship and the obligations implied in the relationship 

- Social contracts are those which sit within a range of contextual factors (society, economy, 

ideas) and institutions (organisations themselves, employer associations, governments etc.) 

that regulate the relationship and its issues (e.g. pay). 

Employment relations theories 

- They are frame of reference, giving causal logic to our thinking. 



Employment relations theories 

- Theoretical approaches to ER include a unitarist perspective (which informs HRM), a pluralist 

perspective (leading to neo institutional approaches) and a radical/Marxist perspective 

(which enables a ‘labour process’ approach). 

- Largely differ when explaining 1. Conflict, 2. Power, 3. Trade unions and 4. The role of the 

state. 

Unitarism 

- No difference in interests between employees and employers, a shared goal and common 

purpose, no fundamental conflict of interest.  

 Conflict is an aberration resulting from poor communication or poor management 

(bad ‘fit’). It is a temporary way of being. 

 Power even- all part of one team, but management has authority, labour should fit 

within their requirements 

 Trade unions are viewed as an unwelcome intrusion, competing for loyalty of 

employees 

 State has no role. 

- Criticisms  

 Narrow approach that neglects causes of conflict, fails to explain prevalence of 

conflict within organisations. Doesn’t account for uneven distribution of power 

among employees and employers in the decision making process. 

- Approaches within Unitarism 

 Scientific management (Taylorism)  work study and the ‘one best way’, 

establishment of work rules 

 Human relations (Mayo and the Hawthorne experiments)  emphasis on work 

groups and social relations at work, less importance given to economic incentives 

 HRM  main one, often viewed as modern form of a unitarist approach, that is, the 

management of the employment relationship primarily from the perspective of the 

employer, can be seen in main focuses of HRM (plan human resource requirements, 

recruit and select employees, train and manage employee performance, reward 

employees, dismiss or retire employees. Can be hard and soft aspects of HRM, hard 

is utilising HR to implement strategy, soft involves bringing out skills.  

Pluralism 

- Conflict is inevitable: competing interests between the parties 

- Power is diffused, no one dominates 

- Trade unions are viewed as providing a mechanism that legitimises employees’ rights to 

bargain 

- The state is regarded as an impartial entity whose primary function is protecting public 

interest.  

- Criticisms 

 Theory is unclear 

 In reality, power is not evenly diffused, typically more towards management 

 Emphasis upon rational approach to conflict management, emphasis on rules and 

regulations neglects process 



Neo- institutionalism 

- Neo institutionalism is an extension of pluralist thinking about the role of ‘rule making’ in the 

employment relationship 

- It sees that the employment relationship is governed by two types of rules: 1. 

Formal/informal rules, 2. Substantive/procedural rules (substantive is an actual term of the 

employment relationship, like the wages, procedural is on specifying how future rules are 

made, e.g. future disputes 

Radicalism 

- Conflict: fundamental and inherent conflicting interests between management and workers 

- Power: uneven distribution of power between bargaining groups, and also within society 

- Trade unions: role is challenge managerial control 

- The state: protects interests of capital  

- Marx argued that capital social relations are based on a fundamental divide between the 

bourgeoisie and the proletariat 

- Labour possesses labour power, which is the potential effort  

  

- Labour process 

 The labour process debate arises from the radical tradition 

 Central theme: how does management maximise the conversion of ‘potential’ 

labour into ‘actual’ labour 

 Labour is not always compliant, resulting in conflict. 

 As a result the relationship is open ended, interdependent 

- Criticisms 

 Preoccupied with conflict  often there is harmony, no conflict 

 Emphasis on class struggle  modern world is not nearly as divided between labour 

and capital. Capital is not homogenous, in reality it is fragmented into different 

groups, they don’t act as a group, and they can be competing. 

 Under estimates the independence of the state, can often apply laws against capital. 

 


